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HEIMAT COLLECTING AS A TOPICAL COLLECTION? By Dr.Ernst Schlunegger,Basel

Editor's introductory note : Dr . Schlunegger is an internationally known topical
collector . Upon diverse inquiries at TELL'S editor, the question o6 what con-
stitutes a Heimat (home region, local, geographically limited) collection and
what could be a thematic (topical, motivic) collection was posed to thisSwiss
philatelic authority. We are delighted to print his reply as a guideline.

At present, a "Heimat" collection occupies a place halfway between topical and
traditional philately, with its origin most likely in topical collecting . But
many of its prominent proponents are one-country collectors and therefore that
type of collecting ("Heimat " ) frequently gyrates toward classic philately.

Attempts have been made to put together a topical collection concerning itself
only with one certain locality, i .e . : dealing with the same area as a Heimat
collection does .

	

Theoretically this is of course quite possible, and one might
even try for both a documentary and a topical collection on that subject, pro -
vided that available materials

	

are of a nature permitting such differentiation.

The available materials produce an initial distinction between Heimat and topic-
al collecting although the limitations of a Heimat collection are not yet fully
determined .

	

However, a topical collector should include only absolutely pure
philatelic material in his collection : stamps of any type, (post)marks of all
types, postal stationery . Entire letters or cutouts are admissible only if the
postmark deals with the specific topic, or if the entire piece really fulfills
some special, noteworthy interest.

Nonphilatelic matter of the type of maps, drawings, photographs, etchings, ex -
cerpts from newspapers, and the like do not belong into a topical collection;
nor do autographs -- the latter at times encountered in Heimat collections.

The second difference might develop from the thematic treatment -- the initial
premise for a topical collection ; but a Heimat collection might also be built
upon such a thematic idea,

The smaller (or the more unimportant) a certain locality is, the more difficult
will it be to produce a significant exhibit . The sparse material cannot be

treated thematically; it must be developed in a quasi repetitive manner which at very

Continued on page 106
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APPEAL FOR COLLABORATORS:
Donn Lueck (address above) has agreed to act as coordinator for the special and
by now quasi annual "Linn's Stamp News Special Swiss Issue" one more time . The
issue date most likely will be the first Monday in December, i .e . : December 3,
and new and seasoned authors from among the A.H.P.S. membership are herewith so -
licited to start developing an article on some facet of Swiss,Liechtenstein, or
U .N .Geneva collecting . We will need about twelve to fifteen contributions which
must have philatelic content, preferably with 2 or 3 illustrations . Donn re-
quests that all articles be submitted to him no later than October 1, 1979 ; but
he would like to hear from members NOW telling him what to expect fromthem. Let
us all get together our collective pens and make that Linn's another success.

SEPAD EXHIBITION PARTICIPATION APPLICATIONS FOR A .H .P .S . MEMBERS (LAST CALL),
Harlan Stone (address above) requests that A .H .P .S . members intending to exhibit
at SEPAD on October 5/6/7,1979 request exhibitors' application blanks from him
NOW . SEPAD last year had to return over $300 . worth of application requests, and
we do not want any potential Swiss exhibit by one of our members returned be-
cause the application was requested or mailed too late . -- We shall also need a
number of volunteers who will sit at the A .H .P .S . table at SEPAD, distributing
information, taking potential new members' addresses, hand out TELLs, etc.

OCTOBER TELL LEAD ARTICLE WRITER WANTED
Your editor-pro-tem is looking for someone who is historically/Pennsylvanically
knowledgeable and who could produce by August 30, for October TELL, SEPAD issue,
a front page article concerning itself with some typically Swiss aspect of the
Philadelphia area : famous Swiss immigrants ; early Swiss settlers ; Swiss-inspir -
ed town names of the region (I understand there is a place called Appenzell);
letters sent home by Swiss telling of first impressions of the city ; etc .) . If
you who read this are qualified then please advise immediately and go to work
on it right away . Thank you very much for any help in this matter .
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THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUE, 1882 — 1907 ; AN

OVERVIEW ; by Edmund C . Walton, A .H .P .S.

The Standing Helvetia issue of 1882 - 1907 is
one which maintains a perennial fascination for
collectors of Swiss stamps .

	

So much has been
written on the topic of this issue that more
discoveries about it seem quite unlikely at this
late stage .

	

Yet every so often something of
surprise does show up, sending enthusiasts back
to their collections and duplicates to check
their possessions . I confess to having no such
discoveries to report . Rather, this is Intended
to explore the highways and byways that the col-
lector of this issue can follow.

Someone collecting Swiss stamps soon discovers
the Standing Helvetia .

	

She keeps turning up in
accumulations and starter sets, and on early
pages of dealers' stock books .

	

The fun starts
when the collector tries to sort them out, for
their proper identification is by no means easy.
The various combinations of value, color, per -

foration, paper type and security marks are enough to send many a collector
into a state of total frustration.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
At this point it may be appropriate to review briefly the life history of the
Standing Helvetia issue.

To replace the expensive embossed stamp issue, " Sitting Helvetia, perforated, "
(which in turn had replaced the imperforate "Strubel" issues in 1862) with a
cheaper and simpler series, the Swiss Postal Administration, on January 31,
1881, contracted with H . Müllhaupt & Son, Bern, topographic printers, to de-
sign and print, by the copper plate method,	 all stamps of more than 15 cen-
times value.

After considering and rejecting a design
based on the head of 'Liberty'

	

for the
20 and 25 centimes values, the standing
figure of Helvetia was adopted . This figure
is symbolic of Switzerland as a whole while
the 22 stars in an oval border around the
figure represent the (then) 22 cantons (or
states) of Switzerland.

The Standing Helvetia issue first appeared
on April 1, 1882, and retained postal val-
idity until December 31, 1924.

FIRST STEPS
5

Recalling my own experience (having decided to collect this issue) the first
was to obtain a supply of the material .

	

Quantity was really no problem, but
quality was something else .

	

One of the early lessons is the importance of
quality . The stamps of this issue have been around for from seventy to al-
most one hundred years . These years have not always been kind, resulting in
many examples that are creased, thinned, have missing perforations, or are
damaged in some other way .

	

In addition to avoiding physically damaged pie-
ces it can be quite a challenge

	

to find good centering and pleasing can -

cellations . The manufacture of the stamps often resulted in poor centering,
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and in some printings good centering does not seem to
exist at all.

Unless an item displays a unique feature it is worth
the effort to include only top quality material . To
do otherwise, you will find yourself constantly re-
placing poor specimens which if left there would only
cause you twinges of shame,

CLASSIFICATION

Of primary importance is a catalogue which lists this
issue in detail, and for this purpose the special ca -
talogue by Zumstein (last issue 1978) is almost indis-
pensable . ' if German causes you difficulties acata-
logue in English is published by the Amateur Collect-
or in London (G .B .) 2 although it must be said that it
leaves out much detail on varieties . This otherwise
excellent publication, annually revised, also gives
retail price information in pounds Sterling.

A translation of the Standing Helvetia section of the
specialized Zumstein catalogue appeared in 21 parts in
the Helvetia Newsletter of the British Helvetia Philatelic Society, between
June, 1971 and J une, 1973 . (Ask our librarian for copies of these bulletins .)

The classifications of the Standing Helvetia issue fall into : Denomination;
Color and Shades ; Perforation ; Security Marks ; Printer ; Printing Dies ; and Pa-
per Types .

	

Each factor has to be determined before the stamp can be allocated
its proper place in the sequence of issuing and use.

DENOMINATION

Denomination for franking purpose is self-evident, being clearly indicated on
the face of the stamp, ranging from 20 centimes to 3 Francs, with intermediate
values of 25, 30, 40, 50 centimes, and l franc .

	

The 3 Fr . value appeared in
1891, followed by the 30 centimes value in 1892 . The other values were issued
in 1882.

COLOR
A specific color was allocated to each denomination, although some of these
colors later were changed in response to efforts at international standardization
of colors to represent certain classes of mail.

Within each color there exist wide ranges of shades due to the inconsistency of
inks then in use and also due to printing by different firms .

	

This effect is
particularly noticeable in the 25c issue of 1882 which was printed until 1886
in blue-green shades by Müllhaupt, and subsequently by Girardet in shades of
olive to yellow-green .

	

Certain pronounced shades of some other values are quite
scarce and thus expensive ; but most shades are subtle and require care as well
as other specimens for proper identification.

PERFORATION

Ability to use a perforation gauge is a must, because there are no less than 4
different perforations encountered in this issue . Certain perforations in some
denominations are exceedingly rare and command very high prices . Accuracy is
essential since wishful thinking can easily change an 11½x12 perforation to an
11 3/4 x 11 3/4 .

	

It is usually possible to eliminate any doubt by placing the
unidentified stamp over one with known perforations .

	

Only if the two perfor -
ations are the same will they match perfectly .

	

Caution --

	

handle with care!

1Zumstein (Max Hertsch, ed.), Spezialkatalog über die Briefmarken der Schweiz. 22d edition,1978.
(Bern: Zumstein & Co ., 1978).

2Katcher, H .L ., Stamp Catalogue of Switzerland (issued annually) . (London: he Amateur Collect-
or Ltd ., 1979) .
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS.
TELL, of the A . H . P . S . Slide Show (available .through APS),

CANTONAL MESSENGERS

The first organized mail service in Switzerland dates from 1569, when the
Merchant Guild of St .Gallen started a regular schedule of deliveries into Germany.
As postal services spread, special foot messengers for different Swiss cantons
started carrying official mail along regular routes . They wore colorful
uniforms identifying the cantons they served . Four of these early couriers appear
on the 1974 souvenir sheet which Switzerland issued for the 100th anniversary
of the Universal

	

Postal Union and the International Stamp Exhibition in Basel.

Serialization,
for

by Harlan F . Stone.

When a collector
considers Switzer-
land, he may think
of its long postal
history as the
crossroads of
Europe; or its Can-
ton of Zürich, the
second postal ad-
ministration in
the world to issue
stamps; or its spec -
tacular engineering
achievements to ex-
tend its postal
services

	

through
the rugged Alpine
passes; or its con-
servative policy of
issuing relatively
few stamps for many
worthwhile causes;
or the high crafts -
manship evident in
the panorama of
Swiss postal histo -
ry that follows .
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FIRST HANDSTAMPED POSTAL MARKING

in the mid-1600s, manuscript marks indicating postage and place of origin began
to appear on Swiss covers . However, the first known handstamped mark did not
come into use until 1695 in Geneva . Although a French postal bureau in Geneva
applied this mark, it is considered Swiss because it contains the name of a
Swiss town, the employees were citizens of Geneva, and they were subject to the
approval of the town council . The example, shown on the previous page,

	

appears
on a letter that passed through Geneva on its way to France in 1699.

CITO COVERS
Writers of early Swiss letters who wanted "special delivery" service sometimes

inscribed them with the Latin word "cito,"
meaning quickly . On the cover shown at left,
which went along the shore of Lake Geneva,

from Nyon to Rolle in 1712, " cito ap -
pears in manuscript in the lower left
corner . On the other cover, at right,
written from Bern in 1791 and addressed
to Pfauen near Murden (Murten)[Pfauen
now is Faoug, VD], the same word appear
twice below the address.

MAIL FORWARDED AT GENEVA

	

~

Because of Geneva's central location in
Western Europe, the city held a strategic postal position for the forwarding of
Mediterranean mail to France and other northern countries . To help handle this
mail, France established a postal agency in Geneva in 1669 . It existed until the
end of the Napoleonic period in 1815 .

	

During the 1700s, more than a dozen for-
wa r ding agents in Geneva also received and forwarded commercial mail from one

private carrier or postal
system to another, selecting
the quickest route for the
next leg of a letter's jour -
ney.

The 1756 cover shown here,
from Venice in Italy to
Marseille in France, bears a
forwarding agent's notation
along the crease . It says,
in French : Sous couvert de
votre trés humble serviteur
(V .T .H .Sr .), Theophile Cou-
tau à Geneve le 22 may ; or
in English : Under cover of
your very humble servant,
Theophile Coutau at Geneva,
May 22 .

To be continued
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NEWS, TIDBITS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR-PRO-TEM'S EINS

The purple ditto inserts in March 1979's TELL came "a-flyin'" back to Chicago in

heart-warming quantities, and while I cannot say that I can agree with all the
comments (who does? And some were obviously tongue-in-cheek, such as : give every

A .H .P .S . member a double Geneva on cover, free!!) quite a bit of thinking was

generated collectively . The results will be published on another page . They re-

present replies returned within the stipulated date .

	

Thank you all who contri -

buted.

In forthcoming TELL issues (or in this one -- arranging of pages sometimes post-
pones a certain article by one month) you may expect to see the following major
articles, presently at hand and In process of being readied for printing:

THE BERNESE FISCHER POSTS (1675-1832), by Jean-Pierre Haldi, curator of the
Swiss PTT Museum in Bern ; translated by Robert Zeigler;

THE A .H .P .S . SLIDE SHOW OF SWISS PHILATELY, an abridged look at the stamps
and postmarks of Switzerland, by Harlan Stone, with about 90 illustrations

THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUE, AN OVERVIEW, by E .C .Walton, much illustrated;
SWISS AUCTIONS AND AUCTION HOUSES, by Felix Ganz;
THE PRICING OF SWISS COVERS, as per 1978 Zumstein Specialized;
NOTES TO SWISS TOWN NAMES IN THE U .S .A ., by Robert Hürlimann;
THE HISTORY OF THE SIMPLON PASS AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION, by François

Bernath ; translated by Robert Zeigler;
SWISS MACHINE CANCELLATIONS (CROWNS AND SLOGANS), by Felix Ganz ; in the con-

tinuing series of "Postmarks of Switzerland": with help from M .Rutherfoord;
AN OVERVIEW ON LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTING, by Dan Gabathuler.

That, and a lot more, will provide plenty of reading for the rest of the year;
but contributions of articles and short items are always most welcome.

For the two or three members who wanted an article on T-dues it should be men-
tioned that our sister society in Great Britain has received permission from E.
Bommeli, author of a currently appearing, lengthy article in the SBZ, to trans-

late and reprint that entire article in HelvetiaNewsletter . Subscription to
that paper is about £ 2 per year, Including membership . No sense in publishing

this same article in TELL at this time . If interested, address the editor of

the HNL, Mrs . E.J.Rawnsley, 3 Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, BOGNOR
REGIS, Sussex, PO21 2EL, England.

One of the biggest boondoggles in modern Swiss history is currently being com-
mitted under the mountains of Central Switzerland, in the form of an ever more
expensive project called the "Furka Pass Railway Tunnel ." Originally sold to
the Swiss Parliament's two chambers as costing 70 million SFr ., it Is already
certain that the project of building this tunnel (under the pretense

	

of its
great importance to the defense of the western approach to the St .Gotthard Pass)
will surpass 250 million SFr ., i .e . : about quadruple the project's estimates.
The tunnel when (if?) completed will connect the Cantons of Valais andUri, from
Oberwald to Realp, with a southern "window" (the necessity of which no one seems
to understand) connecting to the uppermost Ticino Canton's Bedretto Valley . Cur-
rently the narrow gauge cogwheel trolley train, called Furka-Oberalpbahn (at
times with an RPO) operates for only about five months in the summer, also con
necting, by the all day, scenic "Glacier Express," Zermatt and St .Moritz (leave
8 :30 a .m . ; arrive 6 :30 p .m ., covering less than 200 miles) . The upper Valais and
the upper Uri valley called Urseren are as thinly populated as Alaska ; but the
tunnel project was pushed through with appeals to national conscience, pride and
whatever . . .and in spite of Switzerland's minimal 1% rate of "Inflation" the pro-

ject's costs seem unlimited . The scandal is headed for the courts, and a few

heads may eventually roll . In the interim the taxpayer shells out more! For an-
other billion or so additional the tunnel could be extended under Oberalp Pass!!

The booklet issue of January 5, 1979, with its pages cut at all four edges of
the panes, has started a new collecting

	

interest in Switzerland : partially per-
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forated singles and pairs . It is rumored that major Swiss album makers will in-
clude spaces for the different singles, horizontal and vertical pairs from such
panes -- in your editor's opinion a ridiculous decision . How many U .S . collect-
ors save mint and used singles, in all their varieties, from booklet panes if
the same stamp exists in sheet and/or coil form? Hardly anyone, and Scott does
not list these varieties on or off cover, nor on FDC . Strangely though, most
Swiss FDC makers (the issue was NOT considered a "new issue" by the PTT and thus
rated no official FDC) tore the panes out of the booklets, eliminating the
selvage at left which for an American booklet pane collector is an absolutely ne-
cessary part of such a pane! Different countries -- different customs.

From Germany comes a charming story entitled "Teaching Courtesy :" West German
Postal Minister Kurt Gscheidle went into a German post office to get some stamps.
What he got Instead was some snippy treatment from a postal clerk . He was so ir -
ritated that he launched a courtesy campaign which had national repercussions.
Gscheidle ordered that all 30,000 West German postal clerks learn something a-
bout manners, and the Post Office established a three-day courtesy course that
taught, among other things:

DON'T GRIMACE OR STARE COLDLY AT CUSTOMERS;
KEEP A FRIENDLY, OPEN FACIAL EXPRESSION;
NOD YOUR HEAD OCCASIONALLY TO SHOW APPROVAL OR CONSENT.

The effort to increase postal politeness apparently triggered greater interest
in etiquette by other parts of the government . The finance minister of Bavaria,
for instance, issued a 24-page behavior guide for its bureaucrats which drew
requests for copies from all over Germany . A local department store even started
its own courtesy campaign with employees.

The U .S . Postal Service also is conscious of the need for courtesy to the cus -
tomers . Starting early in 1979, all new retail sales personnel will be required
to take a training course before beginning their window service . This is the
first standardized program for retail personnel to be required nationwide . WOW!

IMPORTANT NOTE : DO NOT DIRECT ANY CORRESPONDENCE TO YOUR EDITOR BETWEEN MAY 15
AND JUNE 15, 1979 BECAUSE IT WILL NOT BE FORWARDED TO WHEREVER HE MAY VACATION.

The Swiss PTT's 1978 calendar year was a stellar one . That reports the Swiss
American Review (New York) from Bern . 1978 has surpassed every expectation of
posting a surplus.: instead of an expected 105 million SFr . in the black -- a re-
vised figure replacing an initial deficit figure of 46 million SFr . -- the final
figures show an actual surplus of over 300 million SFr .

	

Reasons given are : no
perceptible inflation, and unexpectedly, massive, additional mail flow . The PTT
estimates that each percent of inflation costs the service 45 million SFr . (be-
cause a salary escalation clause, the reason for a strike-less Switzerland, ap-
plies to all employees whenever inflation exceeds one percent) ; but inflation
in Switzerland did not amount to more than about 1 .4% last year . Increase in
mail volume was about 2 .7% over 1977, and an expected drop in revenues from
charging for local telephone calls by time impulses (or units) rather than by
the old, single rate did not materialize . In 1977 the PTT produced a surplus of
341 million SFr ., and budget 1979 expects another surplus of at least 285
on, close to a billion SFr . in three years . Any hint at additional postage rate
increases (an inland card or letter now costs 40 cts ., or 24 U.S. cents) has been
quietly withdrawn . . .and maybe the surplus can now finance the Furka tunnel over-
run

The SAR also reports another Swiss achievement : the national cartography office,
acknowledgedly one of the best in the entire world, has completed the federal
re-survey of the entire country, started in 1935 . The original 1935 budget ex-
pected this task to cost 24 .5 million SFr . ; the actual cost came to a bit over
46 million . This is not a great overrun, in perspective, especially since two
additional series of maps were published . The last quadrangles to be issued were
maps in the Aletsch region of Valais and of the upper Maggia Valley in Ticino .
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That completed the 1 :25,000
maps (258 different quad-
rants available), while the
1 :50,000 series (82 maps av -
ailable) had been completed
some time ago and already
exists with numerous correc-
tions from the initial sur-
vey . 1 :100,000 maps (an ex -
cerpt of one of which is re-
produced in actual size at
right, showing part of Gri -
sons and St .Gall Cantons)
come in 22 double-size and
4 single size pieces, and
1 :200,000 and 1 :500,000 maps
of the entire country com -
plete this survey and are
available from the bureau:
Eidgenössische Landestopo-
graphie, 3000 Bern, Switzerland, at remarkably modest prices . Switzerland always
has been known as the producer of excellent maps ever since the country surveys
resulted in the completion of the 1 :100,000 so-called "Dufour" series of 1863-
64 . That mainly military map survey was followed by the "Siegfried" map series
of 1 :25,000 and 1 :50,000, around 1900 . Swiss maps are sold by the hundred thou-
sands each year to hikers, mountain climbers, campers and Just plain collectors.
Biggest user, though, is the Swiss Army which requires approximately 1 .8 million
maps annually, for its schools and courses.

If you are not familiar with SAR, and if you want to know more about Switzerland
(remember : TELL is a PHILATELIC publication and cannot include large amounts of
general information) then you might wish to write to Swiss-American Review (The
Voice of Switzerland in America), published now for 111 years, currently by the
Swiss Publishing Co., Inc. at Suite 609, 608 Fifth Avenue, New York NY 10020, and
request a sample issue for 30 cents . The paper is in tabloid format and has from
12 to 16 pages jammed with information on Switzerland and Swiss doings abroad &
in the United States, in English, German, occasionally French, and rarely Itali-
an and Romansh . There is a sports page on Swiss soccer, hockey and skiraces, and
there are even jokes extracted from the Swiss humor magazine, the "Nebelspalter ."
The following non-philatelic remarks are also extracted from SAR's story in the
March issue (3-7-79), and SAR's editors have permitted TELL to reprint from them:

SWISS AFFIRM PLAN TO STEM FRANC RISE . The Swiss National Bank, the country's
central bank, reaffirmed that it was continuing to give priority to holding down
the value of the franc by intervening on the foreign exchange markets . . .to coun-
ter selling pressure on the American currency . The bank said that it was pre-
pared to follow such a policy even if the expansion of the monetary supply as a
result of the sale of German marks or US dollars carried an inflationary threat.
Inaugurated last October, the central bank's policy to restrict the rise in the
Swiss franc's value resulted in a 17% expansion last year in Switzerland ' s money
supply as measured by M-1 (currency in circulation plus demand deposits) . The
government had aimed at holding M-1 growth to 5%.
The threat of inflation in Switzerland remains largely contained, however . Last
year, the Swiss consumer index was up by only 1% . In January it had risen by a
pro-rated annual rate of 1 .1% . The Swiss National Bank in recent weeks has not
been active on the foreign exchange market ; but a bank spokesman said, "We are
always present ; but there has been no need of late to intervene heavily . "
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HEIMAT COLLECTING AS A TOPICAL COLLECTION? (CONTINUED)
best might result in a "Heimat" collection in which, for example, minutest post-
mark differences and subvariations, or different postage rates and stamp combi-
nations on cover(s) would have to be given careful consideration.

If a collection deals with a larger town, city, or entire valley, however, it
will be considerably simpler

	

to develop a logical structurization along top -
ical guidelines, such as:

1) Name : origin ; importance ; variants in spelling through history;
2) Geographic location and situation (topography ; altitude ; climate);
3) Political affiliation : district; canton; country ; changes;
4) Historic development : antiquity to the present;
5) Historical occurrences and their eventual commemoration;
6) Cultural events, as documented by special cancellations and postmarks;
7) Sports events ; congresses ; conventions;
8) Commerce and Industry : production ; import ; export;
9) Important citizens and/or natives who became famous elsewhere.

In choosing a small Swiss community such as Seedorf near Lyss, Gy, or Cagiallo,
a collector most likely will be limited almost exclusively to regular postmarks
and pre-stamp period letters, since no stamp pictures nor special cancellations
for such places are likely to exist . But if one selects a larger city or
region such as Bern, Genève, or "Lake Lucerne," then the chances and possibilities
are much more conducive to success, thematically speaking . Not only will one
find many types and varieties of postmarks, but there will be a number of
postage stamps depicting that locality or some of its important citizenry -- in -
cluding foreign issues (for Bern for example those stamps showing the Universal
Postal Union Monument).

The amount of philatelic materials available will be the determinant for such a
collection's being thematic (topical) or documentary . The more material there ex -
ists, the simpler it will be to develop thematic ideas . The less there exists,
the more such an exhibit will become a documentary collection ; and here one can
then specialize along lines of traditional or even classic philately, but treat -
ing it from the "Heimat" point of view.

A collection may become very extensive if one does not concentrate on a single
community but instead attempts to treat an entire district, canton, or even
country . The last would result in a topically treated one-country collection
such as the famous Switzerland collection of Dr . Portmann, "Switzerland in a
Philatelist's Tongs ."

One might also mention here H . Steinmetz' exhibit, "Prague, History of a City"
and its own history .

	

Initially that exhibit was displayed as a topical collec -
tion, but later as a "Heimat" collection . Among many other things this exhibit
contains autographs and quantities of pre-stamp period letters which fit the
collection's title only by their textual content, but not by their postal mark-
ings . Once highly acclaimed and winning top topical awards, this display even -
tually produced violent disagreement among topicalists whenever shown, because
of the nature of its contents I

From all this it may become clear that topical and "Heimat" collections can
overlap at times . They certainly are not mutually exclusive ; but as a whole,
"local" collections treat too narrow a field to permit them to become topical
displays.

Note : Dr . Schlunegger's second publication on the motifs, topical content and
classification of Swiss publicity (K) cancels will be available by the time this
article appears in TELL .

	

Interested parties may contact dealers in Switzerland
(check for names among TELL's advertisers) for copies of that work.

Another prominent Basel philatelist, 	 Männi Gutzwiller (member of the editorial
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board which is considering the re-issue of J .J .Winkler's volume on pre-1850
postmarks of Switzerland, and also a "Heimat" collection promoter) also was con -
tacted . He replied as follows:

After reading Dr . Schlunegger's article l have little to add personally.
Heimat collecting at present is a "hot problem" and under constant discussion.
I permit myself to enclose, for your perusal, that part of the annual report
by the president of the "Early Letters Collectors Society," Mr . A.Müller, which
deals with Heimat collections thusly:

"The show committee for 'Lemanex '78' decided to admit 'Helmet' collections
as a special class, and Tt listed the respective classes in Its prospectus as:

C2 : Cancellation collections, including the pre-stamp period;
C5: Heimat collections;
C6: Postal History collections.

Subsequent to that national exhibition these three classifications were discus -
sed at great length, at a 'Heimat' collectors' meeting in November, 1978 . The
major difference of opinion revolved around the question whether collections
treating an entire region (rather than one town) should belong to group C2 or
C57-The majority went on record as favoring the inclusion of engravings, pic -
ture postcards and similar materials in addition to philatelic materials in
Heimat collections (C5) . It also declared that information concerning industry
and population figures is absolutely mandatory in such a collection .

	

-- A se-
cond meeting, in the fall of 1979, will attempt to define the limits and limi-
tations of "Heimat" collections, after having carefully studied selected pages
from famous exhibits of this type . The lengthy discussions demonstrated that
limits of a Heimat collections should not be too narrowly drawn ; and an added
consensus showed that classes C5 and C6 might, or should, be Joined in the fu-
ture

Gutzwiller then continues : the above quote permits the deduction that Heimat
collections not assembled along topical guidelines MAY contain a few non-post-
al documents or items, provided that these are necessary to the collection's
theme as a whole.

Finally, Rudolf C . Rehm, in SBZ No .10, 1978, p .341-2, under the heading "
Heimat Collections, an Attempt at their Classification," also reports on the Le-
manex regulations and on the Lichtensteig (SG) November meeting which was held
in connection with the first Eastern Swiss Heimat Collection Show (see TELL,
January, 1979) . He offers these observations:

A "Heimat" collection is built upon the stamps, postmarks and letters of and
from a clearly defined political or geographic unit or region . It is currently
attracting more and more followers because it can (still) be assembled with lim-
ited funds and because it permits much individual freedom of organization and
imagination when compared to a "straitjacket" preprinted, one-country album.
The dangers of straying too far from philately with such a collection, however,
are quite great . Likewise, the mere massing of stamps, letters and documents
from a certain area -- without very clearly stated plans for treatment of the
subject -- certainly cannot be called a Heimat collection.

The Heimat exhibits shown at Lemanex were beyond those dangers because they had
been previously Judged ; but many of the Lichtensteig exhibits were first-time
displays by younger collectors, and here some of the inherent dangers emerged.

The difference between a "Heimat" and a postal history collection might be ex -
plained in this manner : A C5 "Heimat"	 collectiondocuments, explores and arran-
ges in orderly fashion mostly philatelic or postal materials of a clearly de-
fined region, locality, or postal route (etc .) . The material is to be
presented in an individually determined approach, along lines of industrial, political

or cultural development in or over a specified period of time . A Heimat collec -

tion contains stamps, entires, postal stationery and documents as well as phil-
atelic "back-of-the-book" items, if available : perfins, freight letters, prin -

ted-to-private-order postal stationery and the like . Non-philatelic items :
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prints, etchings, maps, viewcards may and can be included provided that they
truly complement the theme shown, not being unrelated "fillers . " -- A title

page MUST provide information on the theme, its treatment and its (geographic
or temporal) limitations . Collections of too limited a scope, and those
covering only the more modern periods will rate lower in competition than those which
treat a somewhat wider theme from the earliest days . An overabundance of non-
postal items also will lower the total points achieved at an exhibition.

A postal	 history	 collection treats the historical development of the postal or -

ganization in a certain region . It MUST contain documentation of its origins,
its postal routes and means of transportation as well as postal rates in effect
during the period treated in the study . Openings and closings of post offices
in relation to population or economic changes also must be documented . Such a
collection should contain letters, postal stationery, postal forms and postal
documents . A postal history collection or exhibit also may treat a larger, gen -

eral topic such as field post, telegraph communications, or ship post along the
same guidelines.

Dear reader : are you informed or thoroughly mixed up now? Obviously, the final
verdict on all this is far from having been rendered ; but the entire discussion
again demonstrates that collecting more than "just stamps " is a rapidly growing
pastime among Swiss philatelists, and it also explains the extremely steep auc -

tion prices paid for supplementary materials, at the present particularly for
colored picture postcards of the period 1892-1914, with matching town cancels.
In many instances the starting price for such cards is set at SFr .30, or 520!

MY FAVORITE SWISS PHILATELIC PURCHASE . By Gene Anderson, A .H .P .S.

Like all A .H .P .S . members, I look forward to receiving sales circuits -- not ex -

pecting too much but hoping mainly to obtain a few early odds and ends and some
"back-of-the-book" material .

	

While scanning through a recent circuit arrival,
I noticed five copies of (Scott) #C22, the 10c overprint on the 65c blue Icarus.
After a second glance, one copy looked "different . " The wing tips were shorter
and the stamp appeared smaller than the others .

	

After a further, more careful
examination it became obvious that this stamp was not C22, but a 242a from the
1938

	

Aarau Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet, a real $24 find in a five and
ten cent group! But the greatest joy of the find was the list of previous re -

cipients of this circuit (who had missed this item) . it read like aroll-call
of the senior A .H .P .S . members, including our editor and sales circuit manager!

Editor's comments : a) Nobody is perfect and spots alt misdescribed sleepers;
b) keep looking , Gene; other goodies will come your way, just as I found a

double entry of (Scott) 026 (Zumstein SFr .625 .) for $2 . , or half Scott ' s, at
an Atlanta dealer's, in a well-perused stockbook ; c) everybody note : knowledge

always helps; and d) other A .H .P .S . members, please and after reading the above:
THIS IS THE KIND OF SHORT REPORT WHICH MAKES OUR "TELL" PEPPY . SEND YOUR STORY.

ABBREVIATIONS OF THE SWISS CANTONS' NAMES

AG Aargau
Al Appenzell Inner-Rhoden
AR Appenzell Ausser-Rhoden
BE Bern/Berne
BL Basel-Land
BS Basel-Stadt
FR Fribourg/Freiburg
GE Genve
GL Glarus

GR Grischun/Grigione/
Graubünden

JU Jura
LU Luzern
INE Neuchâtel
NW Nidwalden (Unter-
OW Obwalden

	

walden)
SG Sankt Gallen
SH Schaffhausen

SO Solothurn
SZ Schwyz
TG Thurgau
TI Ticino
UR Uri
VD Vaud
VS Valais/Wallis
ZG Zug
ZH Zürich
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LAGO MAGGIORE (VERBANO) MARKINGS AND HISTORY, III , By Laurence Moore

it is quite certain that some
information relative to dates
in our check list, especially
as concerns years of known
use, may be faulty because
not all correspondents may
have been equally accurate
when forwarding information.

Questionable information is
indicated by one or two "77".
Also, in several instances,
decorations at the bottom of
several strikes (star, fleu -
ron, cross, rhomboid) are in-
distinct on the few reported
strikes and thus could give
rise to different interpreta -
tions!

	

Interested readers in
possession of apparent
variants: please report such mar-
kings by forwarding a xerox
of the entire letter or card.
Only this kind of teamwork
will eventually provide for a
truly complete and correct
listing . Thanks in advance!!

Today, ships on Lake Maggiore
no longer are equipped with
floating post offices al-
though some mail, for example
to the various islands, still
is carried there by ship . All
ships (and stations), however,
possess dated markings for
stamping freight letters and
the like . With proper "

nagging" and as Fig.40 shows it
is apparently possible to talk company employees into affixing
such non-postal markings on souvenir covers or cards -- with
Italian or Swiss stamps -- but it should be made very clear
that this is non-authorized use and therefore at best a phila -
telic plaything or curio.

Conversely, certain other and definitely postal markings are
known from the Italian part of the lake . The first (Fig.41) and

not fully explained one recently was pictured in the
London Philatelist (December, 1978) in an article,
" Sidelines of the Swiss Postal System," by Hans Hun -
ziker . Why the " Strubel" stamp on the letter bears the
Sardinian postmark of Arona, 1856, is not known but at
least curious . The letter also bears an "RL" (border
district, reduced rate) marking and eventually reached
Lugano, in Switzerland .

	

Mr . Hunziker suggests that in
February the mountains above Lugano still might have

been covered with snow, and thus the detour beyond the border was
safer and faster . Unfortunately the article does not indicate where
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the letter originated ; but it should
be noted that Arona received a Swiss
postal agency a few years later, in
1861.

Figure 42 is a Swiss marking, most
likely an internal use one for the
Swiss shipping agency inLocarno, for
accounting purposes mainly.

Then there are the Italian, script-
type posting marks (Fig .43) . Their

exact use and need is not yet ascertained, but one knows their existence from
the following towns : ARONA (2 diff .), BAVENO, BELGIRATE, CANNOBIO, INTRA and DA
INTRA, ISOLE BORROMEE, LESA, PALLANZA and DA PALLANZA, and STRESA (2 different).
Years of use are from the late 1870s to the very early 1900s . Some have offered
the theory that these posting marks may have been necessary for distinguishing
between local district (reduced tariff) and other mail ; but the theory does
not stand any test since such markings appear on foreign rate postcards to des -
tinations hundreds of miles away as well as on
local mall . Thus these posting marks probably
are Just that : an indication where a piece of
mall entered a certain floating post office, so
that, in case of non-delivery, return of such i-
tems would be simplified . WHERE these marks were
affixed, on board ship or at the landing dock,
is not clear ; but mail thus marked most likely
was taken from letter boxes on or near the ships' landing pier in those towns.

Mute "killer" cancellations, some of them with numbers, also existed for the
ship post offices (Fig .44) . While one knows that they were intended to be used

and were manufactured
according to postal
documents, their use
was extremely limited,
and lake mailt with suc!
honeycomb-shaped or
numbered markings are
very infrequently en-
countered.

And then there are the
Italian MESSAGGERE COL
LETTORE marks (Fig.45)
These square, dated
cancellations areknown
from PALANZA (one L on
ly!), INTRA, BAVENOand
ARONA . Samples seen
(all seem to be

infrequent) have dates from
between 1881 and 1891.

Very little is known about them . They were most probably struck by the mailman
who collected mail from boxes ; but instead of returning them first to the town's
post office he dispatched them directly onto the next mail-carrying conveyance,
train or ship . The theory that these COLLETTORE marks are train station markings
is erroneous since at that time neither Baveno, Intra, nor Pallanza had any rail-
way connection at all (see map, Fig.1).

Finally there are the "in-service" ship markings, not normally used on mail, but
similar to those shown earlier from the TICINO, the LUCMAGNO, or the VERBANO, and



Dear Members,
As mentioned previously, here is a chance to fill in those holes

in your booklet collection with a fairly large selection that appears
below. . Prices are from the 1978 Zumstein Specialized which makes them
over a year old.

I received and weeded through a fairly large amount of Standing
Helvetia issues this month and what you see here are the choicest items
of the lot . Only the most interesting and collectable cancels were
chosen in addition to the best centering.

Best of luck to all in Auction #35 . The closing date will be
June 15, 1979.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U.S.
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quite possibly
ye t to be discovered in that

manner . Some of
these markings are
box cancellations with date (Fig .46-47);
others are simple straightlines (Fig .48).

There exist further markings of the
Lago Maggiore (or Verbano) shore offices	 Cf 'the. various shipping companies --

Austrian, Sardinian and
Italian (Fig .49-50) . A
few of these are shown
here, borrowed from Mr.
Baechler's article in the
SBZ .

	

The one from the
Austrian Lloyd office in
Sesto Calende is said to
be very rare.

In conclusion, and to give a reader the chance to do a little armchair travel-
ling on the
lake so ex -
tensively
discussed,
a 1971 fall
season time
table of
the upper
part of the

lake, referredto here
as "Swiss
Basin, "is

appended .
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NEW ISSUE INFORMATION -- SWITZERLAND
Switzerland's EUROPA 1979 duo follows the suggested theme of " Postal History "
by showing a historic mailbox (40c) and an Alpine relay station (80c) ; see
illustrations in the PTT advertisement in this issue.

The historic mailbox dates back to 1845 when it was installed as one of about
six in the then independent City, Republic, and Canton of Baselstadt, in the
year when the government introduced, as the third Swiss Canton, adhesives for
the prepayment of letters -- in this instance the now famous and rare Basel
Dove . -- To permit patrons accelerated service and save them a walk to the
post office, one mailbox each was installed in each quarter of the city --
this particular one at St .Paul's gate (Spalentor ; which itself is pictured on
the 50c value of the 1960 Historic Buildings set) in the western part of town.
It has been in use ever since, proudly displaying the Basel Dove.

The relay station over which the first north/south link for the Eurovision net
was broadcast 25 years ago, stands atop the Jungfraujoch, on the Bern/Valais
border, at 3704 meters altitude . It serves microwave frequencies for radio, TV
and telephone transmissions.

The Pro Patria set of four purportedly is the final one in the "Castles " series
which began

	

in 1976 . Fortresses and castles shown this time include:

ORON (20c) . This mighty fortress dates back to prehistoric times . The gigantic
fortress, as known today, was built upon older foundations in the 13th and 14th
centuries . Seat of the feudal Barons of Oron it passed, upon their extinction,
to the Counts of Gruyere who soon after had to pawn it but bought it back in
1457 . In the middle of the 15th century the Gruyere family went bankrupt and
had to abandon its domain . The Republic of Bern took over, splitting the
Gruyère properties with Fribourg . Bern installed a bailiff at Oron all through
1798 when the French occupied Switzerland . In 1803 the Oron region became part
of the new Canton de Vaud . The castle is open to the public today.

SPIEZ (40c) castle now is a museum . It was a strategic fortress, controlling
the south shore of Lake Thun . Probably built by the Nobles of Strättligen (a
family that produced Minnesingers) late in the 12th century, eventually, upon
the death of the last Noble, the castle passed to the v .Bubenberg family of
Bern (1338), later belonging to the Bern aristocrats v .Diesbach and v .Erlach
through 1875 . Now the Canton of Bern owns it and keeps beautiful formal gar-
dens around it.

PORRENTRUY castle (70c) initially (11th century) was the manor of local nobles.
Around 1150 the French Counts of Montbéliard seized the castle in a scheme of
grabbing greater personal power . By 1200 they had transformed the manor into a
formidable stronghold . Today only the keep remains from that period . in 1283
the Bishop of Basel, after a period of political turmoil, occupied Porrentruy,
burned the castle and forced the Montbéliards to turn over their possession to
him. The spiritual lord-bishops mismanaged the territory, pawned it, but bought
it back in 1467 (Bishop John of Venningenl .

	

When Basel turned protestant in
1529, the Bishop had to flee, setting up residence in Porrentruy castle . Suc -
cessive bishops transformed the fortress/castle into a splendid château, not-
withstanding fires which gutted the property in 1539 and 1638 . A bishop's re -
sidence until the French revolution, the Porrentruy district for a while was
part of France . In 1815 it became part of the Canton of Bern, and the castle
housed an orphanage and a school of agriculture . Now it belongs to the new
Canton of Jura and it is said that the canton ' s courts may locate there.

RAPPERSWIL castle (80c) was built by the nobles of the same name around 1200,
on the north shore of Lake Zürich and replacing an older fortress they owned.
Upon the death of the last count the lands were dispersed, the castle and town
going to the Frohburg-Hombergs and later the Hapsburg's Laufenburg line . Rap -

perswil for a while rivaled Zürich, to the point that the Zürich troops burned
it after 1350 . The crown of Austria rebuilt it

	

and it served for a while as a
stop against the expansionist plans of the Swiss . Now it is a museum, in part .
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THE GREAT (?) "TELL" QUESTIONNAIRE OF MARCH, 1979; I

While replies still continue to dribble in (some of them via other officers)
the deadline for disclosing the initial results is being observed so that all
members may know what TELL, in their own, collective opinion, is (or is not)
achieving . Replies came from the US, Canada, Britain, Holland, Switzerland.

Total replies received through the deadline of April 5 : 99 . This, according
to all pollsters, is an excellent rate of return, amounting to 17% of A .H .P .S.
membership.

The first five questions were pretty self-explanatory . Here are the results,

I READ FIRST, The first page : 57 ; major articles, 10 ; editor ' s briefs, 8 ;
ads : I ; society news, 2 ; trade and barter, 2 ; auction pages, 11 ; table
of contents : 7 ; other, I .

	

(HIGHEST REPLY NUMBER UNDERLINED)

I ALWAYS READ : Everything (or almost everything) : 69 ; book reviews : 17;
ads : 16 ; editor's briefs : 19 ; new issues info ., 11 ; major articles : 21;
auction pages : 15 ; info . on special postmarks : 7 ; circuit news : 1 ;
society news, lb

I NEVER READ : Anything : zero (this teaser question was thrown in for fun, and
a few A .H.P .S . wits reacted accordingly, such as "I can't read, but look at
the pretty pictures of our officers ; etc .") ; major articles : 2 ; ads : 1:
auction pages : 8 ; book reviews : 5 ; new issues info . : 10 ; society news : 3 :
postmark information : 3 ; culture and history : 1;

PLEASE TRY TO FEATURE IN TELL MORE OF THE FOLLOWING : Ads : 16 ; book reviews : 1 t
unusual items : 3 ; new issue information : 4 ; varieties: 36 ; postmarks : 10:
postal stationery : 5 ; Swiss culture and history : 38 ; stampless covers : 2 ;
Officials and U.N.Geneva: 2 ; Stamps : 37 ; Liechtenstein : 10 ; auctions and
auction results (NOT OUR OWN!) : 2 ; soldiers issues : 6 ; FDC : 1 ; perfins: 1;
postal history : 6 ; investment tips : 1 ; review of older issues : 1 ; begin-
ners ' and intermed . information : 2 ; identification of difficult items : 1 .

TRY TO FEATURE LESS ON : New issues : 3 ; postmarks : 18; folklore : 1 ; (exotic)
pre-stamp period material : 2 ; railroad postmarks : 1 ; Lesser : 1 ; Liechten-
stein, 2 ; varieties : 2 ; history and culture, 2 ; postal history : 2 ; LEAVE
CONTENT OF TELL AS IT IS NOW : 14 (well : :);

As expected, in a society such as ours there is an enormous variety of prefer-
ences . The first page, however, seems to be what is read first ; and we shall
endeavor to push on that page whatever is of most pressing importance . Another
gratifying reply is the number of members who read everything.

The question on "Try to feature more on" brought requests for topics not or
only seldom and briefly covered in TELL so far . All we need to reverse this
fact are members willing to sit down and pen articles for those wanting them.

The contributing of articles is one of the more unhappy by-products of the
questionnaire : very few members advised that they would write something for
either the next Linn ' s Swiss issue of the first week of December, 1979, or for
TELL ; and that is regrettable . The few who replied will be contacted by either
Donn Lueck, Linn ' s coordinator, or the TELL editor-pro-tem.

But why can ' t YOU, and you, and y o u, write a one-hundred word statement on
the (in your opinion) most interesting, unusual, expensive, or cheapest and/or
cheaply acquired Swiss stamp, cover, cancellation, or postal stationery item
in your collection? And those of you who want to know more on varieties : why
don't you send YOUR varieties' xeroxes to our varieties columnist in Evanston?
He does not own all varieties either, and he is just as interested in learning
from you as you are from him: Actually, he depends on your help and support.

There is some resistance to (my own and admittedly lengthy) postmark articles .
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This seems to be true at least if such studies are not balanced by other ma-
terial . But consider this : while a lot, if not everything, has been said about
Swiss stamps (and is available in printed form, often from our librarian whose
address is periodically published, or from other libraries) plenty is complet-
ely unknown, or at least unrecorded yet about cancellations of Switzerland;
and a specialized publication such as TELL must include, in your editor's opin -
ion, original research as well as restatements, or translations, of facts on
other materials . Any such restatements and/or translations will be happily
accepted (and published, because then I myself can continue with my postmark
research whether or not it is published in TELL, and/or balancing contents).
But it is NOT possible to expect that two or three people can go on indefinitely
grinding out information on all different aspects of Swiss collecting.
Our sister publication, the (British) Helvetia Newslette r, in 1978 contained
these percentages of articles and briefs : postmarks : 27% ; new issues : 14% ; ad-
vertising : 10% ; stamps (excl. new issues) : 13% ; society news : 13% ; labels : 1%;
postal stationery : 1%. ; varia : 21% . This may indicate two things : either they
face the same problem of relying on too few contributors whose special
interest fields are published; or that Britons have greater interest in postmarks
and/or postal history than members of A .H .P .S.
"Feature more on stamps ." OK : good and well ; but WHAT do you want?
Information on designs, designers, perforations, gum, day of issue, type of printing?
All that is available, in detail, in the Zumstein "Specialized," a volume of
unending interest and information . Provided that permission will be granted,
TELL may translate some of that catalogue's principal guidelines or chapter
forewords that seem to be of special interest to many A .H.P .S . members.
There were requests for a "Question and Answer" column . WE HAVE ONE ; but it
died from non-use . Its keeper is Major Charles LaBlonde, USAF EOARD, Box 14,
FPO New York NY 09510 . He will be delighted to reactivate "his" column ; so
PLEASE let your questions fly. (Some members may be afraid to show ignorance
by asking "dumb" questions ; but often the dumbest questions are the most en-
lightening ones for a lot of other people . How about : WHEN AND WHERE WAS WM.
TELL BORN? Got an answer to that, Charles??)
As a whole, TELL seems to be quite well received, including those who say : I
subscribe because there is no other paper on Swiss philately available in this
country : There were many who commented on expanding their horizons by reading
an article or series and then taking up a new collection specialty . But again,
we cannot feature a balanced, varied mix of information from your silently
grumbling, loudly complaining, or bitterly weeping over the fact that nothing
has been published on franchise stamps, fieldpost cards, Basel doves, or rail-
road stamps . Quite likely YOU who want such an article know more about this or
that specialty than your last three editors together -- including where to
find such information.
Chapters of A .H .P .S . are hoped for in the following places or parts of the US
and elsewhere : Baltimore/Washington DC: 4 ; Chicago: 2 ; Midwest: 2 ; Milwaukee: 1;
New York City : 3 ; Upstate New York: 1 ; Texas : 1 ; North Carolina : 1 ; St.Louis : 1;
Rhode Island ; 1 ; Connecticut : 1 ; Memphis TN : 1 ; Maryland, 1 ; Philadelphia : 1 ;
Miami FL : 1 ; Florida SW Coasts l ; San Francisco areas 1 ; Los Angeles : 2 ; San
Joaquin Valley CA : 1 ; London GB : 1 ; Switzerland : 1 ;

I am herewith asking our secretary to send to the initial requestors a list
of names (no addresses yet) of A .H .P .S . members living in that area . If these
contacts then decide to "give it a try," they may produce a short notice for
TELL inviting all their fellow area members to an initial meeting, next fall.
Exchange of information, a list of articles desired by members and whatever
else transpired from this questionnaire, will be treated or listed in a sub-
sequent instalment ; also reasons for joining and/or specializations.
Thank you for participating ; a lot has been gained for the future . Felix Ganz
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Z .221/4/7
Sc .249/52

and 255."HFLVETIA" : SWISS PLATE VARIETIES, FLAWS, RETOUCHES, ETC . ; PART 3
Columnistand Collator:.ThomasKendall,P08 1191,EvanstonIL60204

1939 NATIONAL EXHIBITION ZURICH, FIRST SET, 30 CTS . VALUES

The 30t

	

values of the total set of three times three stamps (in the three
then official languages of Switzerland) were issued on February 1, 1939 and
had these total sales : 221 (G):
9,773,800 ; 224 (F) : 6,174,500;
227 (1) : 3,189,000 . All 30 c.
values were printed by Cour-
voisier S .A . in La Chaux-de-
Fonds, in rotogravure.

All 30 c . values can be found
with color shifts (Pa .9), either
at

	

the right margin where the
light blue is about 3/4 mm left
of the dark blue frame, or at
left where a similar, but revers
shift may be encountered .

	

Like-
wise the red color of the cross
background may be shifted down-
ward (Pa .9a) leaving a white
band above the shield . There are
also instances where a color
shift between the dark blue and
the red produces a heavily "sha -
ded shield" at left.

The French version (Z224) has only one real plateflaw, a recurring and very
obvious dark blue dot between " 1939 " and the E of "EXPOSITION ." This occurs
on field A6 on sheet C1, fifth stamp of top row.

The Italian version (Z227) has two plate flaws, one so far unlisted . The one
noted in Zumstein (Pf. 1, on sheet Al, fifth stamp in top row ; variety gauge
Field H3) consists of a colorless spot under the "VE" of HELVETIA ; and the
unlisted one consists of an obvious, blue spot under the extreme end of the
Swiss cross' right arm (227, Pa.1).

The German version (Z221) has the greatest number of varieties and flaws . Pf.
1 can be recognized by two mistakes : diagonal line through "I" and " L " of the
text at top and a dash and a dot (sometimes more of a smear let) above the "Z"
of SCHWEIZERISCHE . Pf.2a has three recognition marks : dot under "V" of SURBEK
making that letter almost into a "Y", and dot in the summit snow of Mt .Roseg,
and (at times difficult to see) a blue dot in the right arm of the cross . Pf.
2b consists of a broken, second "N" in LANDESAUSSTELLUNG .

	

Pf.3 is the scar -
cest variety : it looks like our previously discussed friend, the ghost flaw Y;
but in the very same spot one can also encounter, on some stamps, a blue line
. . . possibly a retouch attempt of the colorless Y (fields B7/8 to c8 in varie -
ty finder) . Yet another variety, not listed in Zumstein and called A1 in our
enlargement, consists of a very light, diagonal band running from lower left
to top center, of varying thickness and apparently caused by a partially worn
plate or irregular inking.

A number of occasional dark blue spots or tiny scratches also may be
discovered by a flyspeck researcher ; but these are too small andin-slgnificant, as

well as accidental rather than regularly recurring, to merit separate recog-
nition .
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AWARDS, AWARDS, AWARDS !!!

At BEPEX ' 79, in NewJersey, our
active group of eastern AHPSers
reaped an impressive array of
awards ; or rewards.

Dave Beaber, with 5 frames of
Standing Helvetia, incl . plate
flaws 6 retouches, received
"best in show, " APS award and
the AHPS medal;

Jan Donker, with 4 frames of
Strubel Stamps, won a gold;

So did Rudy Schaelchli with a
Swiss Military Stamps, 1939-44;
while his new Vaduz Castle
(History 6 Stamps) received a
bronze;

Harlan Stone took home a best
in section (foreign), the SPA
research medal and the UPSS
certificate for his Stamp-1m_
printed Envelopes of
Switzerland (usage alone and with ad-
hesives) ; and Werner Vogel who
temporarily "deserted" AHPS
with a German exhibit, also
was given a gold medal.

EVERYBODY : CONGRATULATIONS!!!













Felix Ganz,Editor-pro-tem
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